
 

Torino	Sightseeing		
Classical	•	Underground	•	Magic	•	Secret		

1	day		-	Code	003		

TURIN	WALKING	TOUR®	

A walking tour to discover the history of the first capital of Italy 

among beautiful “Piazzas”, elegant palaces and magnificent churches 

to admire the Romans sites and the Baroque masterpieces. 

Available every day 

Length: 2 hours (walking tour) 

Rate includes:  speaking guide 

Min. 15 pax 
 

UNDERGROUND	TURIN®	

Travel across 2000 years of history. Beneath the hectic and bustling 

city, lies another mysterious and unknown world, where time seems 

to stand still. Discover Turin 15 meters below ground on this 

fascinating tour of the city’s underground and cellars. 

As the tour involves visiting certain places that may involve uneven 

ground which is difficult to walk on, at the departure it is necessary to 

sign  an exclusion of civil and penal liability. 

Available every day and night except on Monday. 

Length: 3 hours (bus and walking tour) 

Rate includes bus, guide, entrance fees, entertainment 

Min. 15 pax 
 

SECRET	TURIN®	

Following the traces of famous personalities, e.g. Erasmus of 

Rotterdam. Nietzsche, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Mozart and many 

more, you will discover a hidden Turin with mysteries and 

secrets that are still unknown even to the most affectionate 

inhabitants. 

Available every day, anytime upon request 

Length: 2 ½ hours (bus and walking tour) 

Min. 15 pax 

Rate includes: bus, guide and entertainment 



 

 

MAGIC TURIN® 

You will be led through the “dark” side of the city. As Turin has 

two souls: one linked to white magic, the other to evil black 

magic. You will explore them both during a “magical mystery 

tour” starting from the darker and more sinister heart of the 

city, among angels and devils, scary stone monsters and 

sinister architecture. 

Available every day 

Length: 2 ½ hours (walking tour) 

Rate includes: bus, guide, and entertainment 

 

PASTA/PIZZA EXPERIENCE IN TURIN® 

The art of making pizza or pasta becomes an amusing team 

game! You will be a chef for one day, making pizza or pasta 

“agnolotti, tajarin and ravioli”. Enjoy your masterpiece! 

Available every day 

Length: 2 hours 

Min. 15 pax 

Rate includes: tour leader, cooking classes at the restaurant in 

Turin center, tasting of pasta or pizza (beverage included) 

 
 

Info, availability and  prices info@piemonteholidays.it  

 

 


